YOUR GUIDE FOR SUCCESS WITH
THE COACHMEN GALLERIA
COACHMEN RV
LEADER TO THE GREAT OUTDOORS

• COACHMEN RV PRODUCTS HAVE BEEN ON U.S. ROADS AND HIGHWAYS SINCE 1964
Coachmen RV is built upon a simple principle ... “Dedicated to the enrichment of your life.” By providing you with long term value through all that we do, our focus is on delivering a product with superior value and backing it through superior service and support. Once you become a Coachmen owner, we are committed to enhancing your Coachmen RV ownership and lifestyle experience... creating friends for life and memories that will last a lifetime. At Coachmen RV you will find a rich history of commitment from our Team Members. This commitment extends to our owners and in the pride we have for our brand. The close relationship that we share with our owners and our dealers is a quality that others have been trying to mimic over our 50 year history. Our goals and principles remain well in focus. We create customers for life.

• OUR HISTORY
The first Coachmen RV products were manufactured in a 5,000 square foot plant in downtown Middlebury, Indiana, by Coachmen Industries, a company founded by three brothers: Tom, Keith and Claude Corson. Coachmen’s first year of production totaled 12 travel trailers, a single truck camper and 80 truck caps. Since then, over three quarters of a million Coachmen Recreational Vehicles have been produced and sold.

In December of 2008, Coachmen RV became a proud brand of Forest River, Inc., a Berkshire Hathaway company. Today - Coachmen RV, a division of Forest River, Inc., is headquartered in Middlebury, Indiana, with our primary manufacturing facilities occupying over 220 acres with more than 23 acres under roof serving as dedicated manufacturing facilities for Coachmen branded Class A Motorhomes, Class B Motorhomes, Class C Motorhomes, Fifth Wheels and Travel Trailers. Our Camping Trailers are manufactured in our Centerville, Michigan, manufacturing facilities occupying 90 acres.

• A BRAND YOU CAN TRUST
Coachmen RV products have been on North American roads and in North American campgrounds since 1964. With over five decades of building recreational vehicles and over 600,000 RVs built and sold we know how to design and build a reliable RV with exceptional value, dependable design, practical innovation and the comforts and features you desire.
Coachmen RV and Mercedes have combined their decades worth of experience to introduce Galleria, a Class B Motorhome that offers the utmost in quality, luxury and value. The Galleria is built on the award winning 3500 Mercedes Sprinter extended platform with one of the cleanest running turbo-diesel "Blue TEC" engines on the market which delivers an impressive 188hp & 325 ft lbs. of torque while still providing excellent fuel economy. Galleria uses high end components like the Truma Combi furnace/water heater system, 2500w Onan generator and maple cabinetry that is handcrafted by a local Amish cabinet shop with radius cabinet doors, soft close doors/drawers and custom trim.

Warranties
Motorhome – 12 month/12,000 mile ltd.
Mercedes Benz 36 month/36,000 mile
Mercedes Benz Powertrain 60 month/100,000 mile
• Winnebago ERA
• Roadtrek Adventurous
• Pleasure Way Plateau
• Airstream Interstate

• Total for all B Class Production and Retail Sales
  Combined for 2,800 Registered B Class Sales in 2015

• What do we bring to the table?
  Name Brand Recognition
  Quality Assurance
  Product Innovation
  Advanced Technology
  Superior Value
EXTERIOR COLORS

Brilliant Silver

Arctic White
24Q
Quad
4 Captains seats

24T
Triple
3 Captains Seats

24D
Double
2 Captains Seats
INTERIOR DECOR

DECOR

- MAPLE SPICE WOOD
- CHOCOLATE
- ACCENT
- TAUPE
- MAPLE MOCHA WOOD
 Feature: 180° swivel driver and passenger seats  
Benefit: The front cockpit becomes part of the living area, so no space is wasted.

 Feature: Heated driver and passenger seats  
Benefit: Chilly Morning? No worries! Seats heat up with the press of a button.

 Feature: Quick snap-in and release table and base  
Benefit: Table gives you a sturdy eating surface and is made to match the Corian countertops.

 Feature: Flip-up computer work station  
Benefit: In addition to dining table, the Galleria comes with a built in Corian top computer work desk, with 110v plug nearby. (Not included in the 24T floorplan)

 Feature: Full front cockpit floor mat system  
BATHROOM

- Bathroom sink faucet with retractable shower head
- Mirror mounted on articulating arm
- Chrome multi-soap dispenser
- Sealed toilet paper holder
- Porcelain toilet with marine style foot flush
- Wider bathroom for easier mobility
- Frosted cross stitch glass door inserts
**BEDROOM / SOFA**

**Feature:** 12v 24” LED TV and Blu-Ray Player  
**Benefit:** 12v Power runs off of house and chassis batteries, so there’s no need to start the generator or wait until you’re plugged into shore line power to enjoy a movie.

**Feature:** Dual rear night shade and screen  
**Benefit:** Enjoy the weather or block out the night with the multi purpose shade and screen set, standard on the Galleria.

**Feature:** Rear power sofa and dual jump seats  
**Benefit:** 3 additional seat belts so there is plenty of room for friends and family.

**Feature:** Main cabin lights are controlled by remote control  
**Benefit:** Don’t worry about having to get up if you forget to shut off the main cabin lights, just press a button on your motorhome’s remote control.

**Feature:** Removable table and pedestal  
**Benefit:** Raise the table when you have guests and quickly hide it away for bed time with the quick release table base and Corian top.
Feature: Twin ergo beds not only raise and lower to your comfort level but also convert into a king size sleeping area.
Benefit: Whether it’s relaxing watching a movie or time to sleep, you’ll always be able to find a comfortable sitting or sleeping position.
CUSTOM AMISH CABINETRY

- Hand built and Amish crafted by Heritage Wood Designs
- Radius door upper cabinets
- Hidden euro style hinges and soft close drawer glides

Feature: Maple hardwood custom fit cabinetry with English dove tailing and full extension ball bearing glides and soft close hinges.
Benefit: Stronger, better built than traditional RV cabinets that will not rattle during driving or slam shut when closing.
- 80-year old company with its focus on resilient flooring
- Largest commercial flooring company in the world
- Largest LVT company in the world
- 5 layers for added thermal and noise reducing insulation
- 15 year warranty with 5 year cold cracking
- 16 dB noise reduction
The Go Power! Solar Flex™ panels are aerodynamic and DURABLE - a virtually unbreakable solar battery charger for RVs, boats, work trucks, and sleeper cabs. These solar panels are designed to provide a powerful charging solution for batteries and conform to almost any surface. Unlike other ‘flexible’ products, Solar Flex™ uses high-efficiency monocrystalline cells that produce more power per square foot than any other flexible panel on the market.

Feature: Coachmen Galleria comes standard with a 100W smart solar panel with independent charging between the house and chassis batteries.

Benefit: The solar panel will deliver power where it is needed without having to preset the wattage. Plus... its solar power. Turn off the generator and unplug for a while.
Truma Combi – the first forced-air combination furnace with integrated water heating function and with more than 20 years of reliable service in Europe and Australia. Truma Combi furnaces are the most energy-efficient and lightest heating systems on the market. They effectively combine warm air and hot water in one appliance. Truma Combi furnaces offer much more operating convenience by way of the digital control panel Truma CP plus.

**TRUMA COMBI ECO PLUS**

**Unique Features**
- Near-silent operation
- Lightweight, space-saving solution
- Maintains constant temperature throughout RV
- Optional electric heating for furnace and water
- Highest available energy efficiency of more than 90%
- Program your timer to have hot water ready.
The Fusion in-dash infotainment center has it all! This deluxe entertainment package includes AM/FM/CD/DVD, XM Sirius radio, Wi-Fi MP3, Bluetooth, USB/SD slot, Garmin GPS Navigation, plus a back-up camera monitor and premium speakers.
**Feature:** With induction cooking, energy is supplied directly to the cooking vessel by the magnetic field. **Benefit:** Almost all of the source energy gets transferred to that vessel. Meaning 84% or more of the energy is used to cook.

With propane gas or conventional electric cooking the energy is first converted to heat and only then directed to the cooking vessel. Much of this heat goes to waste, heating up your kitchen (and you) instead of heating your food. Less than half, approximately 40% of the energy in gas gets used to cook.
Feature: 6 USB power supplies spaced throughout the motorhome.

Benefit: Nearly all hand held electronics are charged by USB, using only 0.49w of power to charge devices. USB power sources allow you to travel with your portable electronic devices and keep them charged, because 4 of the 7 USB outlets run on 12v power.

1. USB outlet in solar power control panel. (12v)
2. USB outlet in 22” galley tv. (12v)
3. USB outlet in tower power 110v plug.
4. USB outlet tower power 110v plug.
5. USB outlet in 24” bedroom tv. (12v)
6. USB outlet on front of Blu-Ray Player in bedroom.
Every Galleria includes the following for your protection:

- **LP Leak Alarm**: Alerts you if there is an LP gas leak in the coach.
- **Fire Extinguisher**: ABC rated in the event of fire.
- **Smoke Detector**: Alerts you about smoke from a fire.
- **Carbon Monoxide Detector**: Alerts you to the presence of odorless carbon monoxide gas.
- **Coachmen’s Travel Easy Roadside Assistance**: Provides 24/7 Operational, technical and emergency road service coverage.
- **System Control Center**: Allows you to monitor all of your LP, Generator and Water Tanks from one easy and convenient spot inside the coach.
Front of Coach Walk-Around

1. Heated side view mirrors with lane assist and collision avoidance indicators
2. Lane assist camera sensor
3. Xenon head lamps w/ high beam assist
4. Head lamp washer
5. Fog lamps
6. Non-slip step for engine maintenance and windshield cleaning ease
7. Tow ring

NOTES:
Passenger Side Walk-Around

1. Re-enforced entry step with LED lighted façade
2. Flip-up propane tank cover w/full piano hinge
3. Stainless steel wheel liners standard
4. External 110v outlet (GFI Reset Location)
5. Carefree armless power awning w/ LED lighting and wind sensor
6. Frameless CR Laurence vented windows

NOTES:__________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
Rear of Coach
Walk-Around

1. 5,000 lbs tow hitch w/ 7 Pin wiring connector and ESP

2. Optional rear hitch step cover

3. 2500w Onan LP generator under mounted at the Rear of the coach

4. Rear dual shade and screen system

5. Back up camera

6. 13,500 BTU low profile Penguin A/C

NOTES: _________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Drivers side Walk-Around

1. Thetford 12v macerator waste disposal system w/ painted fiberglass cover

2. 30 amp shore line service w/detachable power cord

3. Truma Combi Water Heater/Furnace exhaust

4. Outside shower

5. Winegard Roadster omni-directional TV antenna

6. Go Power! 100W solar panel w/independent charging for chassis and house batteries

NOTES:

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
1. Mercedes-Benz Sprinter extended V6 Blue Tec turbo diesel with blind spot monitoring, lane assist and collision avoidance; Front/Side airbags; ESP Electronic Stability Program with trailer stability assist and tow package

2. Carefree power armless awning with LED light and wind sensor retract

3. Go Power! 100W solar panel with independent smart charging of coach and chassis batteries

4. Truma Combi Eco Plus furnace/water heating systems

5. Onan MicoLite 2.5kw LP generator

6. Thetford 12V macerator waste disposal system

7. Fusion in-dash 9" HD Radio with AM/FM/CD/DVD, Bluetooth, GPS, backup camera, Sirius/XM

8. 24" and 22" LG televisions and smart Blu-Ray player (all 12V) (22" not included in 24T)

9. Custom Amish hardwood cabinetry with radius doors and soft close hinges

10. As a certified Green RV, Galleria utilizes effective production techniques in combination with healthy materials, plus efficient usage of energy and water to produce a high quality RV with less negative environmental impact.